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About This Game

Retro Miami - it's an adrenaline thriller, full of primitive brutality, deadly gunshots and roofing fights. The scene of action is the
alternative city of Miami in 1989. In your favorite town came skinheads-Nazis, who if not you and your friends will free this

city from violence, from drugs and from cruelty? You can hire volunteers if it becomes too difficult. Be cool and sweep
everything in your path.

You play as a former gangster, you don't like that in your town skinheads-Nazis. You gather a gang and come to their club, well,
then post everything that is there.

Your goal - to clean all life in its path and dodge bullets.

Key Features:
- Hire people in your gang

- Dizzy skirmishes in the neon and bloody corridors of Miami under a crazy soundtrack
- Crazy Shooter

- Humor is combined with horror
- Various levels

- Various opponents and different weapons
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complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This game is really bad.You get shot through walls,really bad accuracy and hit
detection.Watch for some gameplay:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/IpFrE5R4kg0. Retro Miami, despite its derivative presentation, is an indie title that could have turn out as a
decent game if not for poor game design decisions...

PROS
+ The underworld vibe (color, music, setting)
+ Recruiting companions
+ Low price tag

CONS
- FPSCreator (GameGuru ancestor)
- Weapons have\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor accuracy
- Bullet sponge enemies
- Terrible companions AI
- Some framerates drops during firefight
- Low production value (glitchy animations, blood effects, audio, etc.)

Not the worst game on Steam, but far from being an average one...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=afGE1SkBACo&feature=youtu.be

Rating:
2.5 \/ 10. Just like dark souls. Tries to invoke "Hotline Miami", fails.
Terrible shooting mechanics, awful music and sound, ugly textures and assets.
This thing is a grab bag of terrible choices frankensteined together.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/8UqmpHb6vcQ. God awful controls, broken gameplay, and it's FULL of stolen assets.

Don't give these guys your money, even IF you have a coupon.
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